Related Research On Arabic and English Translations
The discovering of new knowledge from textual information sources has increased the popularity in the information systems field. This is particularly important when an increasing availability of digital documents in various languages has enabled the web documents to be accessed by many internet users (Lee & Yang 2003) . To cross language boundaries between different languages, dictionaries are the most typical tools. However, the general-purpose dictionary is less sensitive in genre and domain and it is impractical to manually construct multilingual dictionaries for large applications. Corpusbased approaches, which do not have the limitation of dictionaries, provide a statistical translation model to cross the language boundary. Parallel corpora form the basis of much multilingual research in natural language processing (Lee & Yang 2003) . There are different approaches for finding similar sentences across multiple languages. Most methods for finding similar sentences assume the availability of a clean parallel corpus. In some web pages that provide multiple languages, two versions of a page topic in two different languages are a good starting point for searching similar sentences. However, these pages may not always conform to the typical definitions of a bitext which current techniques assume.
Bitext generally refers to two versions of a text in two different languages (Adafre & Rijke, 2006) . However, it is not known how the information is shared among the different languages in the same web page. Some pages tend to be the translations of each other. Thus, it is easy to use the automatic Parallel Text Identification (PTI) systems for aligning parallel web documents, which are direct translations of each other. The PTI systems crawl the Web to fetch potentially parallel multilingual Web documents (e.g Web spider) and to determine the parallelism between potential document pairs. Two modules are developed here. First, a filename comparison module is used to check the filename resemblance. Second, a content analysis module is used to measure the semantic similarity. The multilingual web documents retrieved by the web spider are initially passed to the filename comparison module to undergo a filename comparison process. Any two web pages in two different languages with their corresponding filenames resemble each other are picked up and aligned to form a parallel document pair. The multilingual web documents that remain unaligned after the filename comparison process will be passed to the content analysis module to carry out semantic content analysis (Chen et al., 2004) .
Finding News Similarity Using SOM and GHSOM

News Collection
The available news documents were collected from several news websites such as Aljazeera news (Aljazeera, 2007) , Alsharq Alawsat (Alsharqalawsat, 2007) , etc. We have used the news crawler software (Selamat A.et al., 2007) , available from the internet in order to get the desired URLs and then download the news materials. The Arabic news collection consists of the translated version of the news.
Documents Preprocessing
Documents preprocessing refers to the act of cleaning the text and processing the data before it is parsed. It consists of three main operations. Firstly, the conversion of HTML files to plain text files, where the downloaded HTML files were striped from all HTML-tags, and then converted to plain text files using the available public HTML-to-text converters. Secondly, the removal of stop words from the documents, where all the words which are not important to retrieval will be removed because they exist in any document repeatedly and do not affect the meaning. In order to remove the stop words, a file containing a large number of common stop words is used. The news text words are matched with the words in the stop words list. If this matches, the word is automatically excluded from the text. Thirdly, the stemming operation, where prefixes and suffixes will be removed to obtain word stems. This can be achieved using a stemming program. The stemming is highly language-dependent. For the English language, the well-known and well-established Porter's stemmer (Selamat A. & Omatu S, 2004) provides high quality stemming for content representation purposes. The translated Arabic news contents will also be stemmed using the same stemmer used for the English content.
Documents Parsing
Parsing is the process of creating a vector representation of the texts that can be used for training a self-organizing map. A list of all words occurring in the document collection is called the template vector. To obtain the individual vectors, every document is described by the words occurring in it. In the simplest form of document representation, a binary indication is used for describing the fact whether a word is present or not, leading to a corresponding vector representation of 0 or 1. This type of representation is usually referred to as binary representation. The importance of every word in each document is based on the term frequencies that will be obtained using the so-called term frequency time's inverse document frequency (tf x idf) representation, where the importance of each word is judged with respect to the number of documents it appears in, as appointed in chapter two.
Creating feature vectors
A numerical representation of the documents collection was created in order to be able to automatically organize documents by content. This representation is created by full text indexing the documents. The template vector is the list of all words occurring in the document collection. This template vector consists of a very huge number of words. For better representation, this list should be pruned to a subset relevant and this can be achieved by removing all words that appear in a very large number (e.g., more than 90%) of documents, as these words do not contribute to content separation. This process also includes removing the stop words such as a, the, you, we, and they. The advantages of this process are the non-significant words are removed and the total size of the document file is reduced. Words that appear in only very few documents were also be removed.
Growing Hierarchical Self-organizing Maps
The Growing Hierarchical Self-Organizing Map (GHSOM), which is an extension to the growing grid SOM and hierarchical SOM, has been used to build a hierarchy of multiple layers where each layer consists of several independent growing SOMs. The size of these SOMs and the depth of the hierarchy are determined during its learning process according to the requirements of the input data. For the initial setup of the GHSOM, at Layer 0, a single-neuron SOM is created and the neuron's weight vector is initialized as the average of all the input vectors. Then, the learning process starts at Layer 1 with a small SOM (usually a grid) whose weight vectors are initialized to random values. The GHSOM grows in two dimensions: horizontally (by increasing the size of each SOM) and hierarchically (by increasing the number of layers). For the horizontal growth, shown in Fig. 1 , each SOM modifies itself in a systematic way, very similar to the growing grid so that each neuron does not represent too large of an input space. For the hierarchical growth, shown in Fig. 2 , the principle is to periodically check whether the lowest layer SOMs have achieved sufficient coverage for the underlying input data (Tangsripairoj, Samadzadeh 2005) . The basic steps of the horizontal growth and the hierarchical growth of the GHSOM are summarized according to Tangsripairoj et al.(Tangsripairoj, Samadzadeh 2005) . The growth process of the GHSOM is controlled by the following four important factors. 
Discussion of Results
Map quality
For exploratory data analysis tasks where the SOM and GHSOM are used as tools to display similarity relationships from a high-dimensional input space on a low dimensional mapping space, the quality of this mapping is essential. The quality of data representation is measured in terms of the deviation between a units model vector Best Matching Unit (BMU) and the subset of input data vectors represented by this unit. The deviation can be calculated as either the mean quantization error (mqe) or the quantization error (qe) of the single unit. This error is used to measure the map resolution as mentioned by Liu et al. (Liu, et al., 2005 
Where m i is the codebook vector for unit i , x j for all j are the input vectors mapped on unit i, and n is the number of xi. Referring to Fig. 5 , using different vector size, the GHSOM achieves better results or less quantization error in several vector sizes than SOM. This means that GHSOM has the ability to make better map representation than SOM. 
Documents Similarities Measurements
In the context of document clustering, the ability of an algorithm to classify a document into one or several categories is of high interest to the user. The classification effectiveness of this study has been measured using standard information retrieval measurements that are Precision(P), Recall(R), and F1. These can be expressed as: 
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Four main categories have been used to train the networks that are business, politics, sports, and technology. The Precision, Recall, and F1 measures of using SOM and GHSOM that have been calculated for all of these categories are shown in Table2, Fig. 6,7 , and 8. Plots for these categories in Fig. 6 and 7 show that the GHSOM algorithm has consistently achieved higher Precision and Recalls levels than the standard SOM. Referring to Fig. 6 and 7 , we have found that the average of both the Precision and Recall measures for SOM and GHSOM are 87% and 93%, respectively. (4), respectively, and the yields values in the interval [0, 1], with F1 = 0 when no relevant documents are found, and F1 = 1 when all documents from a given class are retrieved with no errors. The detail explanation on each category of document similarity is shown in Table2. As shown in the table, the GHSOM outperforms the original SOM algorithm in all clusters except at 50 documents when the precision is the same in Business and Sports clusters. Referring to Fig. 8 Table 2 . Precision at 1000 documents of four clusters. Average of F1 measures for SOM and GHSOM are 87% and 92%, respectively.
The resulting map
The SOM and GHSOM maps consist of cells where each cell contains similar content documents, as shown in Fig. 4 . The keywords appear in the figure indicate that these key keywords have higher frequency. Thus, most of the documents containing these keywords will be mapped in these cells, as shown in Fig. 5 . In order to compare the results of the SOM and GHSOM applications, both algorithms were trained using large set of documents (1000 documents). Because of the limited space, we do not show the full maps that contain all the documents. As shown in Fig. 10 , the SOM map contains the four main categories that are business, politics, sports, and technology as labeled with cluster titles. News with similar features are apparently located on the nearby regions of the map. The problem with the SOM map is that the map size should be predetermined and whenever the input space becomes larger, it is getting difficult to clearly visualize the map and the clusters areas. In the GHSOM resulted map illustrated in Fig. 11 , it can be seen that the clusters are the areas with high densities on the map that were further hierarchically expanded by the growing www.intechopen.com
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SOMs. In the figure, the top layer maps are depicted in gray and the bottom layer maps are depicted in white. 
Conclusion
Based on the experiments performed in this research, it can be concluded that the quantization error is a map quality measure which is data-dependent. It measures the map in terms of the given data. Typically, the quality of the map is measured in terms of the training data. From the experiments, lesser quantization error was obtained by GHSOM than by SOM which means that the data sent to the GHSOM is well located in the map. When training SOM and GHSOM, the training time taken by using the SOM algorithm was longer compared to the training time achieved by the GHSOM, as the factor of vector size increases. This indicates that the SOM algorithm is not useful for large number of training set documents. As the SOM algorithm cannot handle the hierarchies of the data, it is much difficult for the user to keep an overview of the various clusters. Also, the data hierarchies could not be discovered by the algorithm. We have evaluated the classification quality of SOM and GHSOM using Precision, Recall and F1 measures based on the results obtained by the algorithms. The results have shown that the GHSOM performed better than the SOM in Precision and Recall results for the four main clusters that were used in the training data. Also, when calculating the F1 measures, the GHSOM obtained better results than the SOM. The inclusion of word sense disambiguation on Arabic script documents that will be used to identify the semantic of documents is subject for future research.
